Step 1) Connecting GoTouch
1. Launch the Play Store or App Store on your mobile,
Search for <GoTouch> and download it.

2. Run the downloaded GoTouch and enter Whiteboard mode.
(Can be used without login, but there are restrictions on using the group function.)
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3. Turn on GoTouch sensor by pressing
the on/off button for 3-5 seconds.
(Power On : Blue light blinking)

4. Activate the Bluetooth on your mobile,
click the G button, then select Setting to Bluetooth.

5. Find and connect to the BT Name
on the bottom of the GoTouch sensor.

BT Name : AB600206
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AB600206 - 5C:F2:86:4B:01:E0

Step 2) GoTouch Setting
6. Place GoTouch sensor at 1.5 times
of the screen width distant from the screen
at 45°angle to the right or left.

7. When you look at the center of the TV and
turn around, check that the direction
the sensor is facing matches your eye.

8. Click the G button, and then
select Setting to Space Setting.
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9. Touch the four corners of the screen with
your GoTouch pen for calibration
as calibration dots appear on the screen.

※ Caution when Setting ※
1. If the sensor is blocked by something, it will not become a writing.
Be careful not to block the sensor when you write.
2. GoTouch is operated in an infrared, Because Sunlight or Strong lighting (halogen) is affected.
If an unintended straight line is drawn, block or turn off the Sunlight in around you.
3. If your arm has a shiny metal accessory, such as a watch or bracelet, reactions such as 2) can occur.
Please use after removing the accessory.
4. If the sensor does not turn on, charge it.

5. Please check if there is a battery in the pen.

6. Bluetooth connection may take up to 5 minutes for initial connection.
7. You must use the connection feature in the app, not the Bluetooth connection menu in Mobile Preferences.
8. BT Name starts with AC ~ is for Windows only and can not be searched.
For Mobile only, BT Name starts with AB ~. GoTouch 2.0 will be one BT Name.

